Renelle Darr
A Fresh Perspective on t he 21st Century Workforce
Renelle presents keynotes, breakout
sessions, workshops, and daylong
trainings designed to transform
companies and help participants get
more from their work. Her credibility is a
product of more than 20 years of
experience consulting on organizational
strategy. She relates her stories and
insights around the evolution of
leadership and company culture, weaving
actionalable lessons into every
presentation.

Most Requested Presentations
Change the Workplace, Change the World: Leading with Emotional
Intelligence
Renelle reviews emotional intelligence (EI), its importance in work and life, and the
business case for EI as a threshold competence. Discover how to improve and maintain
your own EI so that you can inspire, motivate, and connect with those around you.

Leading Self & Others through Complex Change
This workshop will empower leaders at your organization take on and manage
complexity from a place of radical collaboration and shared purpose. Renelle will
provide tools to help you understand yourself in times of change and create effective
macro level organizational change strategies.

The Evolution of the Workplace: Creating A Culture of Meaning & Purpose
Renelle will bring you up to speed on human development paradigms, emotional
intelligence, conscious leadership, and “Teal” (next-generation or pioneering)
organizational models. You’ll gain ideas on how to help your people bring their whole
selves to work and as a result, improve your organization’s performance.

What Others Are Saying
“I consistently get the feedback ‘Thank you so much for investing in Renelle.’ Our
work with her has transformed the leadership outside our four walls, in our
communities, marriages, and lives in general.” — Ross Brooks, C
 hief Executive
Officer of Mountain Family Health Centers
“Renelle has given us tools that we can apply everyday. We now have a calm
approach in interactions; we’re balanced. We’re open when things aren’t aligned
and have effective ways to voice our concerns. Everybody's heard now.” —

Michelle Trudeau, VP of Human Resources, TRC Healthcare

Previous Audiences Have Included
●
●
●
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Vail Resorts
Alliance Data Systems
Mountain Family Health Centers
University of Colorado Foundation

About Insight Coaching & Consulting
Insight Coaching & Consulting was built
on Renelle’s passion for shaping the way
corporate America and organizational
life impacts the world. Renelle and her
partners combine leadership work with
organizational change to inspire
professionals t o create positive impacts
through their careers and businesses.
Her approach is simple: Create meaning and purpose in your work. R
 enelle is an
Executive Coach and Consultant who partners with other experts to apply inner
purpose and conscious growth principles to reconnect teams with missions and
bring humanity back to organizations.

Bring the humanity back to your organization.

Book Renelle for Your Next event!
303-204-072 • www.insight-cc.com • info@insight-cc.com

